Participants Needed
For Skin Research Study

Latino/Spanish Healthy volunteers are needed for a study investigating skin aging

Who Can Join This Study?
▪ Latino/Spanish population with age of 18~30 or over 65
  ▪ Medium skin tone:
    - Mild brown skin color that mildly burns/uniformly tans after sun exposure
    - Moderate brown skin color that minimally burns/tans well after sun exposure

Participation Involves:
▪ 2 skin biopsies from forearm and buttock
  ▪ Photographs and clinical assessment

Time Needed for Study:
▪ 1 clinic visit plus stitch removal
*Volunteers will be compensated for participating*

For more information, contact the JHUSOM Cutaneous Translational Research Program
410-502-SKIN (7546)
Ctrep@jhmi.edu

Anna Chien, MD, Principal Investigator
Johns Hopkins Department of Dermatology
IRB Protocol No.: IRB00119007
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